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To the Members of the Committee on Academic Planning and Budget: 
 
The following was sent from the University Committee on Planning and Budget to its members for internal 
discussion.  Please rank the options as indicated and bring your opinions for discussion at the next APB 
meeting on December 3. 
 
 
Sent from UCPB: 
As you remember, UC will ask the State for $305m to restore the one-time cut from 2009-10; for $105.7m 
to fund the UC Retirement Plan and annuitant health benefits; for $156.3m to restore UC's unfunded 
enrollment deficit; and for $332m for "Reinvestment in Academic Excellence," the difference between the 
one-time $305m cut and last year's total $637m cut. Also, you know that furloughs are saving UC $184m 
this year. 
 
Given the possibility that some components of the budget requests do not materialize; and given the 
possibility that the state budget deteriorates further to the point where another round of cuts might 
happen; we should clarify among ourselves which options we would prefer in responding to such a 
situation. 
 
Again, this is merely an informal poll to help focus our deliberations before any kind of panic mode kicks 
in. PLEASE DO NOT SCARE OTHERS WITH THESE - THEY'RE FOR OUR CONVERSATION ONLY.  
Also, if you know of an option omitted here, please email me right away, regardless of how viable the idea 
might seem. this is simply a way of extending the brainstorm started in our last meeting with Larry Pitts. 
 
[Chart is presented unbroken on page 2.]
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Please assign a numerical value between 0 and 5 to the scenario elements below; higher means better, 
lower means worse. so, put a zero next to the options you want to avoid the most, and a five next to an 
option that you consider worth exploring. go to 1, 2, etc. the Various ideas are listed below in random 
order, needless to say.  
 
REVENUES 
 raise undergraduate fees 
 raise graduate academic fees 
 raise professional school fees 
 tax contracts and grants more 
 tax auxiliaries and medical centers more 
 tax faculty outside consulting income 
 increase non-resident enrollment 
 increase non-resident tuition 
 increase international student numbers 
 rent UC space for non-university use 
 reduce lease cost by purchasing buildings 
 raise philanthropic undergraduate support 
 raise philanthropic graduate support 
 tap UC debt capacity more 
 accelerate development of self-supporting 

programs 
 increase summer and extension teaching 
 increase class sizes 
 raise summer and extension fees 
 renegotiate indirect cost rates 
  
CUTS 
 merge departments 
 eliminate departments 
 merge schools administratively 
 reduce central campus administration 
 cut staffing at the office of the president 
 extend the furlough to a second year 
 suspend faculty merits for one cycle 
 reduce employee health benefits 
 extend the furlough, but at a modified lower 

level 
 reduce undergraduate enrollment 
 reduce graduate enrollment 
 reduce central UC research support 
 reduce campus research support 
 reduce the graduate block allocation 
 suspend maintenance of buildings 
 curb capital construction 
 reduce return to financial aid from fees 
 reduce OP tax on indirect cost recovery 
 redesign retirement benefits 
 
 


